Thin cut building veneer that’s transcendent in style and timeless in appeal.

I

t’s the look that stops you in your tracks—a stone facade that defines
a home, a hearth, an inviting corner of a country inn.
Where else do comfort and elegance live as beautifully together as in
an expanse of natural stone?
Now Glen-Gery brings you stunning,
authentic stone in a series of facing styles
that deliver a world of design possibilities.
Endowed with the same precision in
processing that has defined our products
for over a century, our natural stone
applications are the perfect building
material to transform you home’s exterior, add a breath-taking wall in
any room, or bring vitality to a work area.

Glen-Gery Natural Stone is the perfect choice for:
• environmental excellence and the durability of genuine stone.
• enduring, true-to-nature colors that enrich any design project.
• exceptional variations and textures to suit every architectural style.
• eco-friendly quarried stone containing no chemicals or
artificial ingredients.

FIELDSTONE

GLEN-GERY NATURAL STONE PRODUCTS
FIELDSTONE
A blend of hand-selected, random shaped,
naturally occurring fieldstone with variation in
piece size. A variety of natural earth tonesand
rugged textures are available. Glen-Gery
Natural Stone Fieldstone varieties have a
diamond sawn back surface for quick and
easy installation.

Adirondack Fieldstone

Indiana Fieldstone

Canyon Fieldstone

Lafayette Fieldstone

SQUARED
Both Fieldstone and Rustic Ledgestone are also
produced in roughly squared stone of assorted
sizes. Diamond sawn on back surface provides
uniform thickness for installation ease. A wide
range of colors and textures along with unique
stone blends and mortar applications add to
the diversity of squared stone treatments.
RUSTIC LEDGESTONE
Assorted naturally weathered and split edge
flat stackingstones provide a rustic, yet refined
look. Masterfully quarried and hand sorted for
premium quality. The split edges add to the
visual appeal and the array of colors and
textures artfully enhance a variety of design
elements and architectural styles.

SQUARED FIELDSTONE

RUSTIC LEDGESTONE

Adirondack Squared Fieldstone

Lafayette Squared Fieldstone

Allegheny Mountain Squared Fieldstone

Southampton Squared Fieldstone

Canyon Squared Fieldstone

Westchester Squared Fieldstone

Southampton Rustic Ledgestone

Winslow Rustic Ledgestone
RUSTIC SQUARED LEDGESTONE

glengery.com

Willow Rustic Squared Ledgestone

Indiana Squared Fieldstone

Due to printing limitations, color may vary from actual product. Final selection should always be based on an actual product sample.
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